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Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Pr

1

ocedure 56, Pl aintiffs Manuel de Je sus

2

Ortega Melendres, Jessica Quitugua Rodriguez, David Rodriguez, Velia Meraz, Manuel

3

Nieto, Jr. and Somos America/ We Are America (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”), on behalf of

4

themselves and a putative class

5

summary judgment on the issu e of liability for violations of the Fourteenth Amendment

6

to the United States Constitution. ( See First Claim for Relief: Equal Protection, First

7

Amended Complaint at 25-26, Dkt. No. 26.)

8
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of similarly situated persons,

1

respectfully request

INTRODUCTION
Under the guise of illegal immigration en forcement, Defendants Sheriff Jos eph

M. Arpaio and the Maricopa County Sheri ff’s Office (the “MCSO”) have instituted a
policy, pattern and practic e of targeting His panic2 drivers and passengers in Maricopa
County during traffic stops. In pa rticular, Sheriff Arpaio and the MCSO have relied on
race and ethnicity in the decision to cond
suppression operations,” and in the im

uct saturation patrols or so-called “crime
plementation of those patrols. As a result,

Hispanic drivers and passengers in Maricopa County are singled out for investigation for
potential immigration violations, and are

disproportionately subjected t o stops,

detentions, questioning, searches, and other forms of law enforcem ent action. Such
selective enforcement is unconstitutional.
The undisputed e vidence shows that considerations of race and ethnicity have
infected the MCSO’s immigra tion enforcement operations at all levels, from the policy
decisions to “go after illegals, not the crime

first” and to use saturation patrols as a

primary tactic in the MCSO’s “crackdown,”

to the planning of saturation patrols by

MCSO leadership based on ra cially charged citizen compla ints, down to the systemic
pattern of discrim inatory traffic stops by MCSO deputies. In the face this pattern,
Plaintiffs concurrently bring (1) a rene wed motion for class certification, based
on the pattern and practice of racially discriminatory traffic stops shown herein, and (2) a
motion for issue sanctions base d on Defendants’ prior willful destruction of relevant
emails and stat sheets.
1

2

Plaintiffs intend the terms “Hispanic” and “Latino” to be synonymous.
-1--

1

Sheriff Arpaio and M CSO supervisors have refused to adopt rout ine law enforcement

2

measures to protect agains t racial profiling. Indeed

3

supervisors have instead taken steps that actually impede the detection of discriminatory

4

conduct.

, Sheriff Arpaio and MCSO

5

Sheriff Arpaio’s inflammato ry public statements—in speeches, interviews and

6

his own book—equate undocumented immigrants with Mexicans and Hispa nics, and

7

disparage these groups. Sheriff Arpaio’s st atements are simply false as an assertion

8

about the Hispanic po pulation in Maricopa County, th e large majority of whom are

9

actually U.S. citizens or legal residents;

they also encourage and condone racia

l

10

profiling. By his own admission, Sheriff Ar paio has also endor sed and distributed for

11

use by his subordi nates in the MCSO explicit calls for ra cial profiling sent to him by

12

members of the publi c, asking him to take action agai nst dark-skinned Hispanics and

13

people speaking S panish. In just one exam ple out of m any, Arpaio received a letter

14

asking him to do a “r ound-up” at 29th Street and Gre enway in Phoenix and stating “If

15

you have dark skin, then you ha ve dark sk in. Unfort unately, that is the look of the

16

Mexican illegals who are here il legally.” Rather than corre ct the sender or ignore the

17

request to focus on dark-ski nned people, Sheriff Arpaio, believing that the l etter was

18

relevant “intelligence,” passed it on to Chief Br ian Sands with a note instructing Sands,

19

“Have someone handle this.” Sheriff Arpa

io’s racially exp licit statements and

20

instructions supporting race-based policing,

coupled with the ab sence of adequate

21

training and supervision withi n the MC SO, foster the unlawful use of race in the

22

MCSO’s immigration enforcement policies, especially during saturation patrols aimed at

23

apprehending undocumented immigrants.

24

As a result, Plaintiffs, put ative class memb ers, and members of Plaintiff Somos

25

America have been stopped and detained on the basis of their perceived ethnicity. All of

26

the named Plaintiffs are United States citizens or lawfully present in this country. The

27

discrimination that they have suffered is typical. Indeed, the data that is available shows

28

that Hispanics are stoppe d at significan tly higher rates by MCSO during saturation
-2--

1

patrol operations than at other tim es, that officers involved in saturation patrols stop

2

Hispanics at significantly greate r rates than those w ho are not so involved, and that, on

3

average, stops of Hispanics lasted significan tly longer than stops of non-Hispanics.

4

Defendants’ own statistical expe rt does not contradict these findings. This undis puted

5

evidence of the MCSO’s racial ly discriminatory intent, including undisputed evi dence

6

of the dis parate impact of the MCSO’s policies and practices, warrants summary

7

judgment in favor of Plaintiffs on their equal protection claim.
Plaintiffs do not object to the enforcement of the i mmigration laws. However,

8
9

the Constitution requires th at such enforcement be

free from racial and ethnic

10

discrimination. M CSO’s saturation patrols are unlawful ly motivated by racial

11

considerations and, both by design and in practice, target Hispanics in the hopes of

12

finding illegal immigrants, resu lting in systematic discrimi nation against Hispanics and

13

those who appear Hispanic. MCSO’s acti ons thus violate our nation’s fundamental

14

principle of equal treatment under laws, regardless of race.

15

II.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND
As recounted in greater detail in the separate Statement of Facts in support of this

motion (“SOF”), filed herewith purs uant to Local Rule 56.1,

the undisputed facts

demonstrate that MCSO has relied intentiona lly and unlawfully on race and/or ethnicity
as a factor in saturation pa trols and other im migration enforcement activities, with
resulting disparate effects on Hispanics.
A.

Sheriff Arpaio Announces “Crackdown” on Illegal Immigration and
Begins Saturation Patrols in Effort to Get “Illegals”

Starting in 2006, Sheriff Arpaio announced a new focus for his over 3,000-person
agency: to find and lock up “ illegals.” SOF 1. When he
Sheriff Arpaio made clear that he equate

made this policy decision,

d “illegals” with His panics generally and

persons from Mexico in particular. He has st ated, for example, that “the only sanctuary
for illegal immigrants is in Me xico.” SOF 2. In a mag azine interview, Sheriff Arpaio

-3--

1

stated that he “rarely run[s] across people

2

illegally.” SOF 12. Speaking at a press conference, addre ssing allegations that his

3

agency was targeting Hispanics, he added, “ I have to tell you something . . . . Where do

4

you think 99 percent of the people come from?” SOF 14.

5

other than Hispanics crossing the border

According to Sheriff Arpaio’s public

statements, these Mexican and Hispanic

6

immigrants were taking over t he southwestern United States in “epidemic” proportions,

7

bringing with them cultural disruption and disease. SOF 18-20. In his 2008 book, Joe’s

8

Law: America’s Toughest Sher iff Takes on Illegal Immigra tion, Drugs and Everything

9

Else That Threatens America , Sheriff Arpaio writes that Mexicans and Hispanics are

10

different from any ot her immigrant group known i n American history bec ause they

11

maintain “language[,] customs [and] beliefs” separate from the “mainstream.” SOF 16.

12

Sheriff Arpaio posits that Hispanics are tr ying to “reconquer” American soil through

13

their migration to the United States; he di stinguishes them from his ow n parents, w ho

14

immigrated from Italy, writing, “My parents did not regard any inch of American soil as

15

somehow belonging to It aly, so their arrival here never constituted a ‘reconquest.’”

16

SOF 16. Sheriff Arpaio’s book describes wh at he does as a law enforcement official,

17

and he admits that there is no firm line betw een his business as Sheriff and what he says

18

in his book, whic h he actively pr omotes. SOF 17. Sheriff Arpaio ha s also stated that

19

illegal immigration from Mexico is impactin g “our” culture due to Mexicans’ perceived

20

“failure to assimilate,” SOF 18, and has described immigrants coming over the Mexican

21

border as “dirty” and bringing disease into the United States. SOF 19-20.

22

In light of the pur ported threat that this group of im migrants posed, S heriff

23

Arpaio determined it was necessary to resp ond by launching a “c rackdown” on illegal

24

immigration. SOF 3. To implement this new priority, the Sheriff made several large-

25

scale changes at great financial and manpower cost to his agency. SOF 21. First, he

26

sought and secured an agreement with U.

27

(ICE) to cross-certify 160 of his officers to arrest persons based on a suspected violation

28

of the federal immigration laws, pursuant to Section 287(g) of the federal immigration

S. Immigration and C ustoms Enforcement

-4--

1

code. SOF 3.3 Second, Sheriff Arpaio created a sp ecialized unit within MCSO to find

2

and arrest illegal immigrants, called the Hu man Smuggling Unit (“ HSU”). SOF 4-5.

3

Third, he created and advertised a hotline where citizens of Maricopa County could call

4

with complaints about suspected illegal immigr ants. SOF 6. And finally, as discussed

5

in more detail below, he began conducting regular large-scale saturation patrols, known

6

as “crime suppression operations ,” where deputies and posse woul d “saturate valley

7

cities” in the hunt for illegal immigrants. SOF 7, 53.

8

While illegal immigration was not new to law enforcement in Maricopa County,

9

Sheriff Arpaio explicitly distinguished th e MCSO’s immigration enforcement program

10

from those of other law enf orcement officials: Rather than targeting immigrants who

11

were also criminal offenders, MCSO’s prog ram would “go after illegals, not the crime

12

first.” SOF 8; see also SOF 15. Sheriff Arpaio belie

13

immigrants, “by and large” have “certain a

14

color.” SOF 13. They can be spotted, according to hi m, based on their “speech [and]

15

what they look like.” SOF 11. In Sheriff Arpaio’s vi ew, with hi s “pure program ,” it

16

was possible to simply send some deputies “right down there to the ma in street in Mesa

17

and arrest some illegals,” SOF 9, and that is exactly what the Sheriff set out to do.

ves that the Hispanic illegal

ppearances,” including “brown . . . skin

18

During the MCSO’s high-pro file saturation patrols, which commenced in 2007

19

and continue to this day, th e agency deploys “the full res ources of the Sheriff’s Office”

20

to find and arrest significant num bers of purported illegal immigrants. S OF 7, 53.

21

Some saturation patrols have focused on “day laborer” areas, SOF 53, 112, which makes

22

perfect sense, since groups of Hispanic men waiting on the corner for day work are the

23

most visible manifestation of the growing Latino population in Ma ricopa County. The

24

MCSO refers to these areas as “magnets for [] illegal aliens.” SOF 53. During these

25
26
27
28

3

In October 2009, MCSO lost this author ity with respect to the enforcement of
federal immigration laws in the field (the au thority was retained for detention officers
who process inmates in the ja ils). SOF 10. Despite the revocation of the agenc y’s
287(g) field authority, and despi te being a ware of this lawsuit, MCSO has made clear
that Sheriff Arpaio will not change any of
his illegal immigration policies; indeed,
MCSO has continued to conduct large-scale saturation patrols. SOF 10; 225-26.
-5--

1

operations, MCSO officers follow vehicles that appear to have picked up day laborers,

2

develop probable cause of a traffic violation to conduct a traffic stop, a nd then continue

3

the investigation from there. SOF 117. MCSO officers could not know if the men being

4

picked up were illegal immigr ants, or even day laborers, but believed that most day

5

laborers were Hispanic. SOF 11 3. Indeed, Chief Sands coul d not think of a n instance

6

where the MCSO arrested a day laborer who was not Hispanic. SOF 89.

7

The MCSO also employs the tactic of us ing pretextual traffic stops for minor

8

traffic violations to screen drivers and

9

immigration laws in other saturation patrols. SOF 114-15. The HSU still takes a lead

10

role, preparing the operations plans and giving the briefings. SOF 58-59. Officers are

11

encouraged to stop vehicles they observe violating any tr affic or motor vehicle law,

12

regardless of the seriousness or triviality of the infraction. SOF 118. MCSO officers

13

testified that they could find a violation in almost every case, even within two minutes.

14

SOF 116. Unlike on a regu

15

violations, MCSO officers are given wide latitude on saturation patrols to conduct traffic

16

stops for minor violations. SOF 118, 124. They are al

17

contacts with drivers and pass

18

passengers who have not committed any violation of the law. SOF 118, 126-28.

19
20
21

By the end of 2009,

passengers for potential violations of t

he

lar patrol, where they prio ritize more serious traffic
so encouraged to m aximize

engers and request identification, including from

MCSO had conducted at least 13 large-scale saturation

patrols, as well as a number of smaller operations. SOF 60-73.
B.

22

Sheriff Arpaio and MCSO Officers Endorse and Encourage Racial
Profiling in Connection with Immigration Enforcement

23

Sheriff Arpaio’s decision to launch a crackdown on illegal immigration was

24

based on having “hea rd the people speak.” SOF 22. Indeed, Sheriff Arpaio regularly

25

receives letters and emails ad

26

immigration enforcement. SOF 25, 45; see also SOF 27-49. Much of this material is

27

crude, racially and ethnically de rogatory, and contains no infor mation about crim inal

28

activity.

vocating racial profiling as an effective tool for

Id. Despite its offensive content and
-6--

irrelevance to any legitimate law

1

enforcement purpose, Sheriff Arpaio retains

this material as part of hi

s personal

2

“immigration file,” duplicates it, and ci rculates endorsed copies to MC SO command

3

staff. SOF 25-26, 44-46; see also, e.g., SOF 26-43, 47-49.

4

The record reveals a n umber of instances where Sheriff Arpaio circulated within

5

MCSO materials expressing explicit anti-Hispanic or anti-Mexican sentiments. SOF 44-

6

46; see also 25-43, 47-49. Exa mples include concerns about t he destruction of t he

7

American way of life due to

8

Circuit Judge Mary Murguia (who previously was t he district judge assigned to this

9

case) as a “token female Hispanic judge,” and a set of fabricated immigration “statistics”

10

that present a derogatory picture of Spanis h speakers and Mexicans. SOF 44, 48-49. In

11

most instances, Sheriff Arpaio wrote thank-you notes in re sponse to these materials,

12

some of which were personalized and lengthy. SOF 26, 45, 47. Beyond these personal

13

responses, Sheriff Ar paio also e ndorsed the sentiments in such materials by sending

14

copies to Chief Sands and others in the MCSO’s leadership. See, e.g., SOF 45-49.

15

the influx of Hispanic immigrants, reference to Ninth

Sheriff Arpaio also receiv ed and circulated to MC

SO leadership materials

16

explicitly promoting racial profiling in immi gration enforcement. SOF 26-43, 76-83,

17

85, 87, 93, 96-97, see also SOF 51. Many of these lette rs include requests for Sheriff

18

Arpaio or the M CSO to ta ke action against individuals whom the sender apparentl y

19

believes are illegal immigrants based on the colo r of their skin, the language they speak,

20

or other characteristics associated with His panic ethnicity. SOF 25, 27, 29, 31, 33-34 ,

21

37-43, 76, 78, 80-84, 87, 90-92, 96. M ost of these requests do not describe any actual

22

criminal activity or trigger any need for police action. SOF 25, 27, 29, 31-34, 37-38, 39-

23

43, 76-78, 80-84, 97-88, 91, 96- 97. The r ecord shows num erous instances in which

24

Sheriff Arpaio annotated such requests and

25

MCSO leadership, primarily Chief Brian Sands , who is charged w ith selecting sites for

26

saturation patrol operations. SOF 26, 28, 30, 32-33, 36-37, 39, 42-43, 74-75, 77, 79, 81-

27

82, 85, 90, 93, 97. In some cases, Arpaio has told his sta ff that the directive is “for our

28

operation,” or used similar language to indicate his intent. SOF 79, 85, 90, 93, 97. On

forwarded them to other m embers of t he

-7--

1

several occasions, letters espousing racial

antipathy were indeed followed shortly

2

thereafter by saturation patrol operations in the areas requested. SOF 79, 86, 91, 95, 98.

3

A number of MCSO officers, including officers in the HSU, and posse members

4

also distributed i nappropriate materials—emails containing offensi ve images targeting

5

“Mexicans” or m aking exaggerated claims about undocumented immigrants or

6

Mexicans—using their county email account s. S OF 145-151. To na me just two

7

examples out of many, HSU Sergeant Palmer fo rwarded the same “statistics” as Sheriff

8

Arpaio and also sent an email with an atta chment entitled, “Indian yoga versus Mexican

9

yoga” depicting a man in a yoga pose with the subtitle s “Indian Yoga” “Requires years

10

of practice to achieve,” and a man who appears to be passed out fr om intoxication with

11

the subtitle “Mexican Yoga” “Requires about 3-4 hours to achieve.” SOF 147-148.

12

C.

13

The MCSO’s Immigration Enforcement Activities Have Led to
Discriminatory Treatment of Hispanics in Maricopa County

14

The treatment of the Plaintiffs in this ca se—and of other individuals in Maricopa

15

County who have suffered similar harms—provide vivid examples of the impact of the

16

MCSO’s policies on Hispanics in Maricopa County.

17

During one of the earlier suppression patrols in September 2007, Plaintiff Manuel

18

de Jesus Ortega Me lendres was stopped by the M CSO after an under cover unit

19

identified the vehicle he was riding in as having picked up several men who appeared to

20

be day laborers at a churc h in Cave Cree k. SOF 171- 72, 174-75, 177. Prior to the

21

patrol, the MCSO had conduct

22

discovered no information pertaining to human smuggling, drop houses or even illegal

23

immigration. SOF 173. Detectives knew only that Hispanic men were using the church

24

to find day wor k. Id. Deput y Louis DiPiet ro, who sto pped the vehicle, did not have

25

reason to believe that any of the Hispanic passengers had committed any violation of the

26

law (other than the fact that he believes most day laborers look Hispanic and are illegal

27

immigrants), but he detained the passengers so that H SU Deputy Carlos Ra ngel could

28

come and “check the[ir] status.” SOF 113, 176, 179, 181-82. He did not cite or furthe r

ed an undercover investig ation at the church, but

-8--

1

detain the white driver of the vehicle, wh o was allowed to leave the scene. SOF 178;

2

see also SOF 180. Deputy Ra ngel’s investigation resulted in Mr. Ortega Melendres

3

being erroneously detained for seven to eight hours before his eventual release by ICE.

4

SOF 183-85.

5

Plaintiffs David and Jessika Rodri guez were also treated differently base d on

6

their ethnicity. As the Rodriguezes were ta king their children down to Bartlett Lake in

7

December 2007, they were st opped by 287(g)-certified De puty Matthew Ratcliffe and

8

cited for failing to heed a “Road Closed” sign. SOF 139, 186-87, 193. Deputy Ratcliffe

9

issued Mr. Rodriguez a citation even though Mr. Rodriguez informed him that they must

10

have entered the road past the point of the sign, and even though none of the other, non-

11

Hispanic motorists driving on th at same stretch of r oad were receiving citations. SO F

12

189, 190-93; see also 197-98. Deputy Ratcliffe then demanded that Mr. Rodriguez

13

provide his Social Security number for the citation, even though MCSO policy does not

14

require this. SOF 188, 193-196.

15

Plaintiffs Manuel Nieto and Velia Meraz were stopped at gunpoint during one of

16

MCSO’s large immigration satu ration patrol operations in Ma rch 2008. SOF 200, 209.

17

After 287(g)-certified Deputy Ramon Charley Armendariz heard them advising two of

18

his detainees to “rem ain silent” and “ask fo r a law yer” in S panish, he sent backup

19

officers to pursue Mr. Nieto and Ms. Meraz th ough they had left t he scene. SO F 140,

20

201-05. The backup officers had no reason to think that the pair were dange rous. SOF

21

204-06. Neverthele ss, they pulled them

over, drew their weapons, and forcefull y

22

removed Mr. Nieto from the vehicle. SOF

207-10. Mr. Nieto and Ms. Meraz were

23

released without any citation or charge af

ter deputies learned that the y were U.S .

24

citizens. SOF 211-13.

25

In addition to the na med Plaintiffs, other putative cl ass members have be en

26

subject to selective enforcem ent and aggre ssive police action ba sed on t heir race or

27

ethnicity. See, e.g., 215-224 (detailing additional stops ). For exa mple, Jorge Urteaga

28

was stopped during a saturation patrol in B uckeye in January 2009. SOF 215. Despite
-9--

1

having provided a valid drivers license, th e officer asked him where he was from and

2

whether he could “prove” that he was a U.S. citizen. Id. The citation he received for an

3

alleged registration violation was later dismissed. Id. Jerry Cosio was also stoppe d and

4

arrested during a saturation patrol, in J uly 2009 in the Southeast Valley. SO F 219.

5

When he was waiting at a substation, he overhead the MCSO officer telling another that

6

“he doesn’t count because he’s American.” Id.

7

Daniel and Eva Magos were stopped in December 2009 after an officer made eye

8

contact with Mr. Magos. SOF 216. The of ficer had to make a sudden U-turn to pull

9

them over. Id. Mr. Magos and his wife were aske d to provide identification, but Mr.

10

Magos was told that his registration “was n’t important.” Id. He received no citation

11

and was eventually released, but not before the officer co nducted a baseless pat down.

12

Id. When he asked the officer for his badge number, even though he could have been

13

complaining about any nu mber of problems with the stop, the officer told him, “Don’t

14

go thinking this is racial profiling.” Id.

15

Lino Garcia has been stopped multiple tim

es in or near hi s neighborhood of

16

Avondale. SOF 217. Each time, his girlfrie nd (who is also Hispanic) was also asked to

17

provide identification. Id. Mr. Garcia was often stoppe d for a m inor violation such as

18

having a license plate light that w as “too dark” or “too bright.” Id. He was not cited on

19

any occasion, but was once asked for his Social Security number. Id.

20

Sergio Martinez Villaman was stopped during a saturation pa trol in June 2008 in

21

Mesa. SOF 218. Although he provi ded a valid visa and an Arizona identification card,

22

the officer still arrested him fo r “failure to provide ID.” Id. Mr. Villaman’s passenger

23

was also asked whether he had identification or spoke English. Id. Mr. Villaman’s case

24

was never prosecuted, but he spent almost two weeks in jail. Id.

25
26
27
28

D.

Hispanics are Stopped at Significantly Higher Rates During
Saturation Patrols

At Plaintiffs’ request, Dr. Ralph B. Tayl or conducted a study based on t he names
called into MC SO’s Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) database, which records
- 10 - -

1

information from calls by MCSO officers to central dispatch made during MCSO traffic

2

stops, to determine the ethnic com position of individuals stopped by the M CSO. SOF

3

227-30, 233, 236. Dr. Taylor determined whether the surname was Hispanic using data

4

from the U .S. Census on the m ost common Hispanic surnames, wh ich is a generall y

5

accepted technique for determin ing Hispanic ethnicity. See SOF 234-35. D r. Taylor

6

focused on traffic stop activity on days in which a major saturation patrol operation was

7

conducted by M CSO (“saturation patrol days ”), as compared to other, non-saturation

8

patrol control days. SO F 237, 239-43. H e also exa mined the traffic stop patterns of

9

officers who were actively work ing on a saturation patrol, as compared to other MCSO

10
11

officers. SOF 238, 244-47.
Dr. Taylor made three key undispute d findings: (1) MCS O officers were more
4

12

likely to stop Hispanics

13

MCSO officers assigned to satur ation patrols were more likely to stop Hispanics than

14

were other MCSO officers who w ere not involved in saturation patrols, particularly on

15

saturation patrol da ys; and ( 3) stops i nvolving Hispanic individuals were significantly

16

longer than stops where no Hispanic surname was called into dispatch. SOF 239-49.

17

on saturation patrol days as

compared to control days; ( 2)

Comparing MCSO activity on saturation pa trol days to all non-saturation patrol

18

days, Dr. Tayl or found t hat Hispanic individuals were be tween 26% to 29. 9%5 more

19

likely to be stopped on satura tion patrol days as com pared to all other days. SOF 241.

20

Using dates one week before a nd one we ek after a saturation patr ol as c ontrols, Dr.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

4

To be m ore precise, because of th e nature of MCS O’s Computer-Aided
Dispatch (CAD) data, Dr. Taylor looked at the names checked by MCSO officers during
traffic stops when an MCSO office r calls a name into dispatch. See SOF 235-26. For
simplicity, and becaus e Defendants’ expert uses the s ame methods to determ ine the
ethnic composition of persons stopped by the MCSO, SOF 252, this motion will refer to
“Hispanic persons stopped” as opposed to “Hispanic nam
es checked” w hen
summarizing Dr. Taylor’s results. Similarly, although it is possible that an indi vidual
with a “ Hispanic” name might not be Hispan ic, and vice versa, these effects roughl y
cancel each out to produce an accurate estimate in the aggregate, SOF 234; indeed,
Defendants’ own statistical expert relie s on t he same widely-used sur name-based
analysis to infer the ethnicity of persons st opped and to detect pa tterns in those stops.
SOF 252.
5
The percentage ranges presented depend on the particular percentage cutoff used
to define whether a surname is Hispanic. See SOF 235.
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1

Taylor found that Hispanic individuals were 28.8% to 34.8% more likely to be stoppe d

2

on saturation patrol days. SOF 239. When compared to control dates precisely one year

3

before the saturation patrol day, the differences were even larger: Hispanics were 36.2%

4

to 39.5% more likely to be stopped on saturation patrol days. SOF 240.

5

Further, when a nalysis was lim ited only to the MCSO office rs known to have

6

participated in saturation patrols,6 those actively working in a saturation patrol operation

7

were 34.1% to 40% more likely to stop Hi spanic persons as compared to officers never

8

involved in saturation patrol operations . SOF 244. Looking to activit

9

saturation patrol days, the MCSO officers actively working a saturation patrol operation

10

were 46% to 53.7% more likely to stop Hisp anic persons than th e MCSO officers also

11

working on those days but not involved in the saturation patrol. SOF 245.

y just on

Dr. Taylor’s report also reveals t hat stops where at least one Hispanic name was

12
13

checked were 21% to

14

checked. SOF 248-49.

15

whether it concludes i n an arrest), and for the number of na mes checked during a stop.

16

Id. All the results reported above are highly st atistically significantly at the p < .001

17

level, meaning there is a less than one in a thousand odds that they could have occurred

18

purely by chance. SOF 242-43, 246-48.

19

III.

20
21
22

25% longer than stops in wh

ich no His panic surname was

This result controls for both the dispos ition of stop (e.g.,

PLAINTIFFS ARE ENTITLED TO INJUNCTIVE RELIEF ON THEIR
CLAIM THAT DEFENDANTS’ POLICIES AND PRACTICES VIOLATE
THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT’S EQUAL PROTECTION CLAUSE
A.

Legal Standards
1.

23

Summary Judgment

24

Summary judgment is ap propriate when “there is no genui ne dispute as to a ny

25

material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law..” Fed. R. Civ. P.

26

56(a); see also Celotex Corp. v. Catrett , 477 U.S. 317, 322-23 (1986). “Only disputes

27
28

6

An MCSO officer’s participation i n a given saturation patrol is determined by
whether the officers’ name appears on MCSO’s “Sign-in Roster” or “Arrest List” for the
particular saturation patrol. SOF 238.
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1

over facts that m ight affect the outcom e of the suit under the governing law will

2

properly preclude the entr y of s ummary judgment.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc .,

3

477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986).

4

The movant bears the initial responsi bility of presenting the basis for its motion

5

and identifying those portions of the record that it believes demons trate the absence of a

6

genuine issue of material fact. Celotex, 477 U.S. at 323; Devereaux v. Abbey, 263 F.3d

7

1070, 1076 (9th Cir.2001) (en banc). If the movant meets its b urden with a properly

8

supported motion, the burden then shifts to the non-movant to present specific facts that

9

show there is a genuine issue for trial. Auvil v. CBS “60 Minutes”, 67 F.3d 816, 819-20

10

(9th Cir.1995). The non-movant may not rest on mere allegations and denials, but must

11

present evidence of specific, disputed facts. See Anderson, 477 U.S. at 248.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2.

Equal Protection Violations Under the Fourteenth Amendment

Plaintiffs assert that Sheriff Arpaio an d the MCSO have applied facially neut ral
policies and traffic laws in an intentionally

discriminatory manner against Hispanics.

To succeed on a claim of selective enforcem ent in violation of the Equal Protection
Clause, Plaintiffs must prove that the Defenda nts’ actions “had a discriminatory effect
and [were] motivated by a discriminatory purpose.” Farm Labor Org. Comm. v. Ohio
State Highway Patrol , 308 F.3d 523, 533- 34 (6th Cir. 2002) (citing Wayte v. United
States, 470 U.S. 598, 608 (1985) ); see also Whren v. United Stat es, 517 U.S. 806, 813
(1996) (“[T]he Cons titution prohibits selective enforcem ent of the law based on
considerations such as race.”). “In additio n to the showing of discriminatory purpose
and effect, plaintiffs seeking to enjoin alleged selective enforcement must demonstrate
the police misconduct is part of a polic y, plan, or a pe rvasive pattern.” Rosenbaum v.
City and County of San Franci sco, 484 F.3d 1142, 1153 (9

th Cir. 2007) (internal

quotation marks and citation omitted).
To show discriminatory pur pose, Plaintiff need only dem

onstrate that

impermissible considerations, such as race or ethnicity, were one “motivating factor” in
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See Vill. of Arlingt on

1

the enforcement decisions of Sh eriff Arpaio and the MCSO.

2

Heights v. Metro. Housing Dev. Cor p., 429 U.S. 252, 265- 66 (1977). It is not required

3

that Plaintiffs show that the c hallenged action rested solely, or even primarily, on

4

racially discriminatory purposes.

5

discriminatory purpose was a motivating factor demands a sensitive inquiry into suc h

6

circumstantial and direct evidence of intent as m ay be available.” Arlington Heights,

7

429 U.S. at 266; accord Washington v. Davis , 426 U. S. 229, 242 ( 1976) (finding that

8

discriminatory purpose “may often be inferre d from the totality of relevant facts”). In

9

Arlington Heights, the Supreme Court identified th e following non-exhaustive list of

See id. at 265. “Determ ining whether invidious

10

areas of inquiry where the Court may find ev

11

discriminatory impact; (2) the historical c ontext; (3) the sequence of events leading to

12

challenged conduct; (4) substanti ve and procedural departures from norms; and (5) the

13

contemporary statements of decisionmakers. 429 U.S. at 266-68; see also Doe v. Vill. of

14

Mamaroneck, 462 F. Supp. 2d 520, 547-48 (S.D.

15

Heights factors to Village’s campaign against day laborers).

16

B.

17

idence of discrim inatory intent: (1)

N.Y. 2006) (applying Arlington

The Undisputed Record Shows Sheriff Arpaio and the MCSO Acted
with Discriminatory Intent

18

The undisputed facts in this case, as established through documentary evidence,

19

deposition testimony, expert opinions, and any adverse inferences entered by the Court,7

20

demonstrate that the actions of Sheriff Arpaio and the MCSO are motivated by a

21

discriminatory purpose and have a discrim inatory effect on H ispanic motorists and

22

passengers in Maricopa County. Sheriff Ar paio and the MCSO ins tituted a pattern or

23
24
25
26
27
28

7

While the undisputed evidence presente d herein shows discrim inatory intent
alone, Plaintiffs are also entitle d to rely on any adverse infe rences entered by the Court
against the Defendants for th eir willful spoliation of evid ence, as additional evidence
further supporting that conclusion. Those in ferences include, but are not lim ited to, the
fact that: (1) that MCSO has followed a pattern of conducting saturation patrols based on
citizen complaints that describe no crim inal activity and express ethnic animus; (2)
MCSO’s decision to “crack down” on illega l immigration is mo tivated by citizen
communications that describe no crim inal activity and express ethnic animus ; and (3)
MCSO’s saturation patrol policies were mo tivated by anti-His panic sentiments and
negative stereotypes of persons of Mexican descent.
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1

practice of selecting locations for saturation patrols based, in part, upon racially-charged

2

citizen complaints and in an effort to target indivi

3

ethnicity, whom Arpaio public ly and explicitly equates to

4

contains both direct and circumstantial ev

5

strong statistical evidence of discriminatory effect.

duals of Mexican a nd Hispanic
“illegals”. The record

idence of discriminatory intent, including

6

The undisputed record shows that the MCSO, led by Sheriff Arpaio: (1) launched

7

and publicized a “crackdown” on illegal immigration in which Hispanic or Mexican

8

individuals were targeted; (2) distributed, en dorsed and acted upon materials advocating

9

racial profiling, requesting police action

based on not hing more than Hispanic

10

appearance, and containing inaccurate and derogatory characterizations of Hispanics; (3)

11

selected locations for saturation patrols in

12

intending to go after Hispanics; and yet,

13

nothing to preve nt or detect unlawful raci al profiling, thereby departing from normal

14

practices in law enforcement agencies. Ba sed on the undisputed evidence, the MCSO

15

has, and continues to, act with discriminatory intent, resulti ng in discrimination against

16

the named Plaintiffs and the class they represent.

17

1.

18
19

reliance upon such ma terials, specifically
despite these actions, (4) has done little to

Sheriff Arpaio’s Statements Incorporate and Endorse Explicit Calls
for Targeting Hispanics in Immigration Enforcement

As detailed above, Sheriff Arpaio’s p

ublic statements and ot her evidence

20

demonstrate that his im migration “crackdown” is focused on a single ethnic group—

21

Hispanics.

22

immigration with having Mexican ancestry, speaking Spanish, or being Hispanic, S OF

23

2, 11-14, failing to a cknowledge the fact th at a majority of Hispanics in Maricopa

24

County are, indeed, not illegal immigrants. According to hi m, a focus on Hispanics is

25

justified, because “Where do you think 99 percent of the people come from?” SOF 14.

See supra Section II.A.

Sheriff Arpaio has repeatedly equated illegal

26

The record demonstrates that Sheriff Arpa io’s decision to fundamentally shift his

27

agency’s priorities in the direction of immi gration enforcement was made “because of”

28

its adverse effects on Hispanic s, not “in spite of” them . McKlesky v. Kemp , 481 U.S.
- 15 - -

1

279, 298 (1987) (internal quotation and citation omitted). The historical backdrop of his

2

decision, the growing resentment of Hispanics among Sheriff Arpaio’s constituency, and

3

Arpaio’s contemporaneous statements provide ample insight i nto his discrim inatory

4

purpose. See Arlington Heights, 429 U.S. at 266-68.

5

When Sheriff Arpaio announce d his unprece dented “crackdown,” he stated that

6

he was responding to the pe ople’s “frustration” and t hat he had “heard the people

7

speak.” SOF 22. Indeed, Sheriff Arpaio maintains a file of newspaper clippings, letters,

8

and emails from constituents

9

chooses what goes into this file himself, a nd often passes materials contained therein to

10

others within the MCSO. SOF 24, 26, 45-49; see also SOF 27-43, 51, 76-83, 85, 87, 93,

11

96-97. The conte nts of the file include a large collection of letters expressing anti-

12

Hispanic sentiments, SOF 25-49, and reveal that the “frustrations” and sentiments of the

13

people the Sheriff was res ponding to when he initiated

14

directed towards Mexican and Hispanic indivi duals in particular, as opposed to illegal

15

immigration in general.

about illegal immigration.

SOF 23. Sheriff Arpaio

the saturation patrols were

16

For example, one letter complains ab out “Mexicans…on the corner…peddling

17

their old corn, peanuts, etc,” and expressed frustration “at how the police officers ignore

18

these Mexicans when they are speeding right by them.” SOF 31. Though there was no

19

information about t he peddlers’ immigration status, Sheriff Arpaio responded with a

20

note stating that he w ould “give the info to my illegal immigration OFFICERS to look

21

into.” SOF 32 (emphasis added). Prio

22

“crackdown” on illegal immigration, Arpaio forwarded to Chief Hendershott a 2005

23

letter from the Minutemen Project asking

him to “investigate and deport illegal

24

immigrants when they are spotted in our

cities,” and asking wh y it was that “day

25

laborers stand on our cities stre et corners every day of the year without fear of being

26

questioned?” SOF 39. Sheriff Arpaio’s di rective to Chief Hender shott was that they

27

“should have a meeting (internally) and decide how to respond.” Id.

r to the implementa tion of the MCSO’s

28
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1

Additional materials in Sheriff Arpaio’s file include crude com parisons between

2

Hispanics and “wild feral animals,” predicti ons that “AZ w ould now also be facing a

3

70% population of H ispanics and S panish language domination,” and claims that

4

Hispanic immigrants “would destroy our historical ‘American way of life’” and fail to

5

practice “American values.” SOF 44, 47. Sh eriff Arpaio also endorsed a nd circulated

6

to Chief Sands a set of false “statistics” that Sheriff Arpaio felt were relevant to Sands’

7

enforcement activities, SOF 49, despite having reason to do ubt their veracity. Under

8

“illegal alien contributions,” these “statistics” listed the number of Spa nish language

9

radio stations in Phoe nix and the number of Spanish speakers in Los Angel es County,

10

along with a claim that 83% of warrants for murder in Ph oenix are for illegal aliens—a

11

number that even Sheriff Arpaio later said “does not sound right.” Id.8 Sergeant Brett

12

Palmer, an HSU supervisor, also circulated th e same set of fabricated “statistics” to his

13

officers without bothering to verify their validity. Id.; see also SOF 147.

14

By responding to these sen timents, Sheriff Arpaio put his im primatur on his

15

constituents’ sentiments agains t Hispanics and their views

16

targeted for law enforcement ba sed upon their race or ethnicity. This conduct violates

17

the Equal Protection Clause, which flatly

18

responding to popular racial prejudice” by “effectuating the desires of private citizens”

19

where officials are “aware of the [racial ] motivations of the private citizens.” United

20

States v. Yonkers Bd. of Educ. , 837 F.2d 1181, 1224-25 (2d Cir. 1987) (quoting United

21

States v. City of Birmingham, Mich., 538 F. Supp. 819, 828 (E.D. Mich. 1982). Indeed,

22

Plaintiffs need not even prove that Sheriff Arpaio himself held racial animus in order to

23

establish racially discriminatory intent if he adopted his policies in response to public

24

sentiment that he knew wa s racially inspired.

25
26
27
28

8

that Hispanics should be

prohibits government officials from

Id.9 While “[p]rivate biases m ay be

Sheriff Arpaio admits that he never ch ecked the validity of the num bers before
circulating them. SOF 49. An article in
the Los A ngeles Times debunked the fake
statistics before Arpaio forwarded them to MCSO personnel. Id.
9
Plaintiffs, of course , also offer proof that Sheriff Arpaio’s actions were
motivated by his own racial prejudice.
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1

outside the reach of the law,” a govern

2

Protection Clause by “bowing to the hypothetical effects of private prejudice that they

3

assume to be both widely and deeply held.”

4

(1984) (citing Palmer v. Thompson, 403 U.S. 217, 260-261 (1971)).

5

mental body may not sidestep the Equal
Palmore v. Sidoti, 466 U.S. 429, 43 3

The rhetoric employed by the authors and endorsed by Sheriff Arpaio is precisely

6

the type of “‘camouflaged’ racial expres

sions” that courts ha ve found to prove

7

discriminatory intent. Smith v. Town of C larkton, 682 F. 2d 1055, 1063- 66 (4th Cir.

8

1982) (discussing references, for example, to the “influx of ‘undesirables’”);

9

New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center v. St. Bernar d Parish, 648 F. Supp. 2d 805,

10

810-12 (E.D. La. 2009) (finding discrim

11

residents that proposed housing development tenants would not share the same “values”

12

and would threaten the co

13

commission chair that he was

14

concerns raised by the public).

15

inatory intent based on statem

Greater

mmunity’s “way of life” and adm

ents from

ission by planning

voting in c onsideration of t he “health a nd welfare”

Sheriff Arpaio has not only adopted the racial sentimen ts of his constituents, he

16

has expressed them as his own in public

17

undocumented immigrants fro m Mexico. Sheriff Arpaio

18

emphasize that the illegal immigration issu

19

immigration from Mexico is impacting our culture due to a failure to “assimilate” into

20

“mainstream” America. SOF 16, 18-20. He pointed out to the media that immigrants

21

from Mexico were “all dirty” and brought di

22

additional evidence that his policy decisions are motivated by such attitudes. Village of

23

Mamaroneck, 462 F. Supp. 2d at 549 (stigm atizing statements by public officials about

24

day laborers constituted “some evidence of ra

25

similar materials by others within the MCSO, and in partic ular HSU, demonstrate that

26

their individual actions are also motivated by such attitudes. SOF 145-151.

27
28

In addition to circulating racially de

statements gratuitously stigmatizing
went out of hi s way to

e had become an “epidemic,” and that

sease. SOF 19-20. This serves a

s

cism”). Similarly, the circulation of

rogatory materials through the MCSO,

Sheriff Arpaio forwarded to his staff materials from cons tituents explicitly advocating
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1

racial profiling in im migration enforcement. SOF 26- 43, 76-83, 85, 87, 93, 96-97, see

2

also SOF 51. By doing so, Sh eriff Arpaio was communicating both his agreement with

3

these messages and his intent to see them realiz ed in MCSO’s anti -illegal immigration

4

enforcement activities. For example, in response to a letter from one constituent opining

5

that Arpaio has the “right” to “investigate

6

relaying that her Italian mother had been profiled during World Wa r II, and explaining

7

that she felt racial profiling was “the right thing to do,” Sheriff Arpaio wrote a personal

8

thank-you letter, stating “I especially en

9

grandmother and her experiences after coming into the country

people based on the color of their skin,”

joyed reading the story of your Italian
legally.” SOF 40

10

(emphasis in ori ginal). In response to another letter co -authored by t wo of S heriff

11

Arpaio’s constituents explaining that “[s]topping Mexicans to be sure they are legal is

12

not racist…our state is a border state to

13

Mexican illegals here than any other ethni c group!” Sheriff Ar paio sent a thank- you

14

letter to the authors, sent a co py to Chief Sands, and requested three copies for himself.

15

SOF 43. Sheriff Arpaio also forwarded Chief Sands a letter stating that “[t]heir claim

16

about your profiling in doing your job is ri diculous. Where else would you look for

17

illegal aliens except in neig hborhoods where they reside?” SOF 27-28. And when a

18

constituent suggested that Mu slim terrorists may be

19

Hispanic immigrants, Sheriff Arpaio again sent a thank-you letter and forwarded a copy

20

to Chief Sands SOF 33.

Mexico, so of course, there will be more

hiding amongst dark skinned

21

Sheriff Arpaio also m aintained in his file, and circulated to ot hers, a number of

22

emails from an individual who writes activel y on illegal immigratio n issues and whom

23

Sheriff Arpaio has m et personally. SO F 34-38. In one such ema il, this individual

24

writes, regarding Hispanics, that “What our open border crowd calls racial profiling is

25

what I call reasonable suspicion and probable cause, both of which are legal grounds for

26

further reaction . . . . If it wa lks like a du ck and quacks like a du ck . . . .” SOF 34.

27

Sheriff Arpaio retained two copies of th e email for him self and forwarded a copy t o

28

Chief Sands. SOF 36.
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1

The sheer number of tim es Sheriff Arpaio did t his demonstrates that his

2

circulation of the materials was no accident. See Keyes v. Sch. Dist., 413 U.S. 189, 207

3

(1973) (“The prior doing of other similar acts, whether clearly a part of a scheme or not,

4

is useful as reducing the possibility that

5

intent.” (internal quotation omitted)). Furthe rmore, the sentiments expressed in these

6

letters were also reflected in Sheriff Arpa

io’s own statements. By defini tion, it is

7

impossible to tell a person’s immigration

status, which is a com plex issue of federal

8

administrative law dependin g on multiple factual circum stances, based on observable

9

behaviors (absent seeing the person cross the border or finding the person hi ding in a

10

smuggling load). But Sheriff Arpaio had a solution to this problem: His deputies could

11

“take care of the situation” by selecting who to target for investigation based on their

12

“speech, what they look like, if they look like they came from another country.” SOF

13

10-11. This type of m

14

operations in the field. See Mamaroneck, 462 F.Supp.2d at 543 (“[T]he law recognizes

15

that a government that sets out to discrim inate intentionally in its enforcement of some

16

neutral law . . . will rarely if ever fail to ac hieve its purpose.”). Sheriff Arpaio believes

17

that illegal immigrants from M

18

including “brown…skin color.” SO F 13; see also SOF 14. MCSO therefore cast a

19

broad net i n its quest to a pprehend more undocumented immigr ants, capturing many

20

Hispanic individuals legally residing in Arizona—including citizens—who shared these

21

same characteristics.

22
23
24

2.

the act in question wa s done with innoce nt

essage from the h ead of an age ncy inevitably influenced

exico “by a nd large” have “certain appearances,”

MCSO Saturation Patrols and Other Immigration Enforcement
Operations Are Responsive To Race-Based Requests for Action

Apart from the decisions to use satura

tion patrols as a way to investigate

25

Hispanics for potential immigrat ion law violations, Sheriff Arpaio’s files reveal that he

26

passed on num erous directives to others w ithin the MCSO leadersh ip to respond t o

27

citizen requests for police action against Hispan ics at particular locations, a practice that

28

is undisputedly contrary to gener ally accepted law enforcem ent practice. SOF 25- 43,
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1

50, 52, 76- 97, 101. I n particular, many messages are sent to Chi ef Sands, who is i n

2

charge of planning saturation patrols,

3

“whatever[he] can” about the th ese citizen complaints. SOF 26, 28, 30, 32- 33, 36-37,

4

39, 42-43, 74-75, 77, 79, 81-82, 85, 90, 93, 97. For example, one letter stated that “dark

5

skin” is “the look of the Me xican illegals who are here ille gally,” urged Sheriff Arpaio

6

to “come over to 29th Street/Greenwa

7

suggesting pointedly that im migration enforcement should target dark ski nned people.

8

SOF 78. Sheriff Arpaio forwarded this le tter onto Chief Sands with a note that said,

9

“Have someone handle this,” because, acc

and who understands that he is to do

y Parkway area and r ound them all up”—

ording to him , he was “buil ding up

10

intelligence on crime areas in the city.” SOF 79. MCSO conducted several saturation

11

patrols in the area near 29th Street and Greenway. Id.

12

Sheriff Arpaio also received a comp

laint from a constitu ent about “a large

13

amount of these Mexicans” in a parking lot who “swarmed around my car, and I was so

14

scared and alarmed, and the only alternativ e I had wa s to m anually direct them away

15

from my car.” SOF 80. Sheriff A rpaio forwarded the letter on to Chief Deput y Trombi

16

with a note for him to keep a file on these complaints, and also to have someone contact

17

the author. SOF 81. Arpaio admits that th e letter refers to no cr ime, SOF 87, thus it

18

appears his instruction was ba sed on the constituent having

19

Mexicans.” Sheriff Arpaio received and passed along numerous a dditional requests for

20

saturation patrols from citizen s who complained about day laborers “attempting to flag

21

down” prospective employers, or Mexicans “h anging out . . . o n the corner,” by letter

22

and phone. SOF 76-77, 82.

23

MCSO witnesses candidly admit that

been scared of “these

the agency often relies on citizen

24

complaints in planning immi gration enforcement. Both Chief Sands and Li eutenant

25

Sousa of the HSU testified that saturation pa trols are regularly initiated based on citizen

26

complaints. SOF 75. Sheri ff Arpaio testified that he sends requests to Chief Sands

27

because they “may assist hi m in the future on any operati on he has.” SOF 99. Chief

28
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1

Sands confirmed, “We respond to citizen’s complaints on a lot of things. Sometimes we

2

have crime suppressions, sometimes they’re handled in a different way.” SOF 100.

3

The record contains several instances where enforcement operations directly

4

followed racially charged requests for sweeps in the same ar ea. Here, saturation patrols

5

followed closely in time after Ar paio received racially motivated citizen complaints and

6

forwarded them to Sands a nd other subordinate officials. In addition, Sheriff Arpaio

7

issued contemporaneous statements that th

8

complaints from the public. Th is constitutes highly compelling proof that the saturation

9

patrols were motivated by discriminatory intent. Arlington Heights, 429 U.S. at 266-68;

10

see also Yonkers Bd. of Educ., 837 F.2d at 1224-25; Greater New Orleans Fair Housing

11

Action Center, 648 F. Supp. 2d at 810-12.

12

e patrols were initiated in response to

For example, in August of 2008 Sheriff Arpaio rece ived a letter complaining

13

about people speaking Spanish at a McDonald’s and suggesting to Sheriff Arpaio that he

14

should “check out Sun City.” SOF 83. The letter clearly equates speaking Spanish with

15

illegal alien status. SOF 83-84. At least one circuit court has cautioned that placing any

16

criminal significance on the fact that a pe

17

discrimination due to the “close connection between the Spanish language and a specific

18

ethnic community.” Farm Labor Organizing Comm. 308 F.3d 523 at 539-40. However,

19

rather than informing the auth or that spea king Spanish is not ill egal, or i gnoring the

20

request, Sheriff Arpaio wrote a note on the lette r stating that he would “look into it” and

21

passed the letter on to Chief Sands with a ha

22

SOF 84-85. Two weeks later, on August 13-14, 2008, the MCSO conducted a saturation

23

patrol in Sun City. SOF 86.

24

rson speaks Spanish can be a pr etext for

ndwritten notation, “for our operation.”

Sheriff Arpaio received a letter dated May 8, 2008, from a constituent in Mesa

25

stating that he “ha[s] yet to see the police stop in order to determine whether these day

26

laborers are here under legitimate circumstances,” and “believe[d]” that they were in th e

27

country illegally.” SOF 87. Sheriff Arpaio

28

draw Sands’ attention to the portion quoted above as “inte lligence,” even though, as he

sent the letter to Sands and marked it to
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1

admits, the letter does not describe any viola tion of the law. SO F 88-90. On May 24,

2

2008, Sheriff Arpaio received another letter urging that Mesa “needs” a “sweep,” noting

3

that the head of Mesa’s police union is Hi spanic, and commenting “[t]his is what you

4

get from Mesa.” SOF 91. Sheriff Arpaio wrot e, “I will be going in to Mesa” and sent a

5

copy to Chief Sands. SOF 93. Chief Sands

6

believed that the individuals were undoc umented immigrants because they were “dark-

7

complected people.” SOF 92. Soon th ereafter, the MCSO conducted two saturation

8

patrol operations in the Mesa area. SOF 95 . In an MCSO news release announcing the

9

first operation, Arpaio stated that he was se nding his officers in “[i]n keeping with his

10

testified that he assu mes that the author

promise to the public.” Id.

11

In another example, MCSO officials rece ived an October 2, 2007 email that had

12

been forwarded to them by John Kross, th e Town Manager of Queen Creek. SOF 96.

13

The author complained of Hispanic men loitering on the corner “being silly,” “jeering ”

14

at her and making people in the town feel “uncomfortable.” Id. Sheriff Arpaio testified

15

that he could not tell if a crime had been committed based on the email, but nevertheless

16

he passed it on to his people “to look int o” because the MCSO “would be remiss in our

17

duties not to respond.” SOF 97. The MCSO did a sweep in Queen Creek on October 4,

18

2007. SOF 98. In the Operations Plan fo r the sweep, MCSO described the operation as

19

having been based on “emails from the town council in refere nce to the da y laborers in

20

the city.” SOF 98.

21

Sheriff Arpaio and other MCSO commanders repeatedly acknowledged that these

22

constituent letters did not desc ribe any criminal activity an d that any supposed “crimes”

23

were never investigated. SOF 81, 84, 88, 97 . It follows, then, that when the MCSO

24

says it initiated saturation patrols based on

25

these and other similar compla ints that contained only ra cial stereotyping and no

26

information about s pecific criminal activity.

27

finding of illicit intent as to a meaningf ul portion of the item under conside ration has

28

substantial probative value on the question of illicit intent as to th e remainder.”). The

citizen complaints, th ey were relying on
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See Keyes, 413 U.S. at 207-08 (“[A]

1

failure to s ubject the complain ts to any real scrutiny serv es as additional evidence of

2

improper purpose. See, e.g., Mamaroneck, 462 F. Supp. 2d at 531, 554 (“To the extent

3

Village officials did receive complaints from residents concerning the behavior of the

4

day laborers, the Village took

5

complaints were genuine . . . .”).

no steps to investigate and dete

rmine whether those

6

Further, the selection of neighborhoods in Maricopa County where Hispanic day

7

laborers were known to gather further evidences a discriminatory intent. SOF 53 (citing

8

to MCSO news releases about the sites of

9

description of those areas as hot spots for crime, “unless properly l imited and factually

10

based, can easily serve as a pr oxy for race or ethnic ity.” United States v. Montero-

11

Camargo, 208 F. 3d 1122, 1138 (9th Cir. 2000) (“We must be particularly careful to

12

ensure that a ‘high crime’ area factor is not used with respect to entire neighborhoods or

13

communities in which members of minority grou ps go about their da ily business, but is

14

limited to . . . locations where particular crimes occur with unusual regularity.”).

15

saturation patrols), SO F 112, 117. The

These instances show a pattern of Sher

iff Arpaio receiving racially charged

16

requests for action and M CSO acting on t hem. It is clear, then , that the MCSO’s

17

saturation patrols were initiated to target a particular protected group, Hispanics, and not

18

to target any actual criminal activity.

19

3.

20

The Practices Adopted by MCSO on Saturation Patrols
Encouraged Racial Profiling

21

MCSO’s practices on saturation patrols constitute a stark departure from both the

22

MCSO’s past practice and the typical practi ce of American law enforcement agencies

23

with respect to saturation patr ol operations. Such departures from the norm can “afford

24

evidence that improper purposes are playing a role.”

25

267. S ubstantive departures from norms are particularly probative of discrim inatory

26

intent when the “factors usually considered important to the deci sionmaker” favor the

27

opposite decision than the one actually taken. Id.

28
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Arlington Heights, 429 U. S. at

1

Saturation patrols are a tactic historically used by law enfor cement agencies to

2

combat a spike in a particular type of crime or to address a sudden concern about violent

3

crime in a limited geographical area, such as

4

war. SOF 104-05. During such operations, officers are provided with information about

5

a particular criminal activity or a pattern of criminal activity, and directed to go out and

6

target individuals who officers have reason to believe are involved in that activity. SOF

7

105. Prior to Sheriff Arpaio’s institution of the recent spate of saturation patrols, MCSO

8

acted in accord with this generally accepted practice, focusing such patrols on known

9

problems with DUI or some other specific

that which would arise from a gang turf

criminal activity. SOF 103. Conducting

10

saturation patrols without such a focus woul d be counter productive, as they require

11

agencies to devote a si gnificant amount of resources to a particular area for a particular

12

period of time. See SOF 21, 104-105.

13

In contrast, however, the MCSO saturation patrols that ar e at issue in this case

14

were not spurred by any identif ied need for such a s ubstantial use of age ncy resources,

15

such as comparative crime an alysis or a nalysis of tra ffic hazards. SO F 107. HS U

16

Lieutenant Sousa confirmed that the saturation patrols were not prompted by any spike

17

in traffic problems. SOF 109. Even Defe ndants’ police practices expert, Mr. Bennie

18

Click, testified that he did not see any indi cation that the patrols were conce rned with

19

DUI or traffic problems. SOF 108. Contrary to the normal practice for such operations,

20

MCSO officers also do not a ppear to have been briefed on any specific criminal targets

21

for the operations, or provided with any intelligence on spec ific crimes. SOF 105-06.

22

Officers were simply instructed to go out and “enforce the laws.” SOF 102.

23

The MCSO has thus apparently taken the position that the saturation patrols were

24

focused on crime generally. Id. This claim is contrary to the logic of saturation patrols

25

and serves as an indi cation that “improper purposes are playing a role.”

26

Heights, 429 U.S. at 267.

27

conscious about the inherent problems associated with operations that simply attempt to

28

“round up” or “sweep [up] ” illegal im migrants.

Arlington

MCSO’s protestation shows that Defenda nts are self-
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See SOF 56-57. Bas ed on t he

1

undisputed evidence, however, there is no doubt that saturation patrols were focused on

2

illegal immigration. That wa s their genesis, and the s entiment was regularly reinforced

3

by Sheriff Arpaio’s own statem ents. SOF 53- 55. Though super visors might not have

4

discussed the purpose of the saturation patrols explicitly in briefings, officers understood

5

by the time they got in to the field w ho they were supp osed to look for. SOF 110.

6

Indeed, Defendants’ expert agree d that th e purpose of the operat ions was to im pact

7

illegal immigration. SOF 111 (statement by Mr. Click that “[T]he general information

8

to officers . . . was that th is is a—an illegal immigrat ion enforcement effort.”); see also

9

SOF 125 (agreement by Plaintiffs’ expert, Mr. Robert Stewart).

10

Other departures from the norm serve as

additional evidence of improper

11

purposes. Arlington Heights, 429 U.S. at 267. In the field, during the saturation patrols,

12

officers conduct pretextual traffic stops f or minor violations as a launching point for

13

investigations into citizenship and immigration status. Such low-level traffic stops are

14

contrary to MCSO’s written guidelines on traffic enforcement and officers’ approach on

15

regular patrol. SOF 118, 12 4. Furt her, the practice du ring saturation pa trols of

16

contacting passengers and asking them

17

Given that the lack of identification is co

18

initiating questioning about citizen ship and immigration status, SOF 182, both of these

19

practices appear to have been adopted

in order to maximize opportunities fo

r

20

immigration screenings. Mr. Ortega Me

lendres, for example, was detained an

d

21

questioned about his documents for no reason other than the fa ct that he was riding as a

22

Hispanic passenger in a vehicle that had be en pulled over by M CSO. SOF 179, 181.

23

Several Hispanic indi viduals who provi ded declarations, includi ng those stoppe d on

24

saturation patrols, also reported that

25

identification even though there was no reason to think they had violated the law. SOF

26

216-18, 222 (describing the experience of Diona Solis, whose son and three other young

27

boys aged 9 to 13 were as ked for identification return ing from a Boy Scout cam ping

for identification is unusual. SOF 126-28.
nsidered by the MCSO to be grounds for

their passengers were asked t

28
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o produce

1

trip). In addition, Mr. Rodrig uez and Mr. Garcia were aske d for their Social Security

2

numbers, another potential indicator of immigration status. SOF 188, 217.

3

The experiences of nam ed Plaintiffs and putative cl ass members who—after

4

being stopped—were never issued citations

or whose alleged infractions w ere never

5

pursued provide further evidence that the stops were pretextual.

6

Nieto and Ms. Meraz were released after Deputy Armendariz told officers that there was

7

no reason to hold them), SOF 216-17, 221 (describing the experience of Garrett Smith,

8

whose Hispanic family was stopped when he allegedl y exceeded the speed limit by 5

9

mph during a saturation patrol, but whom the deputy declined to cite after he satisfied

10

himself that Mr. Smith’s 14-year old son was not being smuggled), SOF 223 (describing

11

the experience of J ulio Mora, who was st opped with his father for no reason); see also

12

SOF 215 (Mr. Urteaga’s citation dismissed ), 218 (Mr. Villaman’s citation ne ver filed),

13

220 (describing the experien ce of Lorena Escamilla, who was pushed against her car

14

“belly first” while she was five m onths pregnant and whose charges were “crossed out ”

15

by the deputy by the time she got t o court). Such conduct ha s been found t o be

16

probative evidence of racial profiling.

17

535-36 (officer questioned driver and tw o passengers about t heir immigration status

18

after deciding not to issue a speeding citation).

See SOF 206 (Mr.

Farm Labor Organizing C omm., 308 F.3d at

19

The MCSO’s assertion that it instituted a “zero tolerance” policy that eliminated

20

discretion on certain operations does not st and up to scru tiny. While som e MCSO

21

witnesses testified that there was a zero to lerance policy that required officers to stop

22

any vehicle they observed violating the traffic code, SOF 118, other witnesses stated this

23

was not in fact possible and backed away

24

testimony of Lieutenant Sousa and Chief Sands that zero tolerance policy did not extend

25

to the initial decision to stop a vehicle and testimony of Deputies Armendariz and Kikes

26

that there is no way to avoid using discretion); see also SOF 121. Further, the MCSO

27

does not do any m onitoring or follow up to make sure that its officers are applyi ng the

28

zero tolerance policy equally, or at all. SOF 123. It appears that the policy was m erely

from this position. SOF 120 (citing to
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1

adopted in name, as a defensiv e measure to deflect allegations of racial profiling. SOF

2

119. In fact, in the opi

3

circumstances would actually allow officers to make more traffic stops of Hispanics for

4

minor traffic violations without fear of reprimand. SOF 122.

5
6
7

4.

nion of Mr. St ewart, a zero tolerance policy under these

MCSO’s Failure to Adequately Train and Oversee its Officers
Demonstrates its Acceptance of Racial Profiling

The MCSO has failed to institute basic

law enforcement safeguards to prevent

8

racial profiling, and has even taken steps to hinder its own ability to detect and address

9

racial profiling. The MCSO’s refusal to ta ke these standar d measures is yet anothe r

10

departure from law enforcement norms and evidence of discriminatory intent. Arlington

11

Heights, 429 U.S. at 267. The failure to adopt

12

racial profiling in particular suggests an effort on the M CSO’s part to conceal unlawf ul

13

practices and implicitly allow them to continue.

14

000245, 2010 WL 3 810629, at *4 (D. Ariz. June 21, 20 10) (denying motion to dismiss

15

plaintiffs’ allegations of racial profiling).

16

generally accepted m easures to detect
See Chavez v. United States, No. 01-

Contrary to generally accepted pr actice, the MCS O does not ha ve any a gency-

17

wide written policy concerning racial profiling. SOF 129-30, 143.

To the extent that

18

some of the MCSO’s informa tional bulletins or unit-wide policies include a prohibition

19

on racial profiling, they do not provide officer s with any definition of racial profiling.

20

SOF 131. Such a definition would be crucial. SOF 143. The Arizona Peace Officer

21

Standards and Traini ng Board (AZ POST) materials, which t he MCSO produced as

22

evidence that MCSO officers receive training on racial profiling, prohibits only profiling

23

based solely on race. SOF 133. Saturation patrol

24

profiling also only prohibit profiling based solely on race in the decision about whether

25

or not to call a 287(g) officer to investigat e an indivi dual’s immigration status. SOF

26

132. MCSO officers admittedly use race as a factor in de termining whether individuals

27

are illegally in the United States. SOF 135

28

ancestry” as a factor in i

operation plans that mention racial

-136 (officers rely on “apparent Mexican

mmigration investigations); see also SOF 137 (citing t o
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1

testimony of Sergeant Palmer that “speak[ing] only Spanish” and presence in an “illegal

2

alien locale” are additional bases for investigation). A proper written definition of racial

3

profiling would have made clear to MCSO officers that any reliance on race or ethnicity

4

is inappropriate, even in immigration inves tigations, unless it pertained to a specific

5

suspect description.10 See Chavez v. Ill. State Police , 251 F.3d 612, 647 (7th Cir. 2001)

6

(existence of a policy prohibiting racial profiling not sufficient if message is “not always

7

clear . . . What really matters, ultimately,

8

translated into actual practice[] . . . .”) (quoting State v. Ballard, 752 A.2d 735, 744 (N.J.

9

Super. Ct. App. Div. 2000)).

10

is how official policies are interpreted and

In addition, based on the testimony of MCSO officers, it appears that MCSO has

11

not attempted to provide its officers with a

ny in-house training on racial profiling .

12

There is also no requirement that officers receive regular training on this issue. S OF

13

142. As a result, the most that officers could recall learning ab out profiling came fro m

14

their basic academy training or, for a small subs et of officers, the “b rief training block”

15

in ICE’s 287(g) training. SOF 134, 138-41. This level of training wholly failed to equip

16

officers for the c hallenges of conducting immigration enforcement in the largely-urban

17

context of Maricopa County, where many Hisp anic motorists are U.S. citizens and legal

18

residents. SOF 144.

19

MCSO supervisors exhibited a cavalier attit ude towards their supervisory duties.

20

The MCSO makes no effort to document the race or ethnicity of individuals stopped or

21

contacted by officers on traffic stops. SOF 155. To the extent that citizen contacts are

22

recorded by officers, those notes have been intentionally destroyed. SO F 156, 162.

23

Saturation patrol operations plans detail no sp ecific role for s upervisors, SOF 159, and

24

supervisors merely stay at the command post rather than being out on traffic stops. See,

25

e.g., SOF 158. Yet, despite ha ving no m eans of verifying wh ether or not officers are

26
27
28

10

See Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d at 1132 & n. 22 (“Hispanic appearance is of
little or no use in determini ng which particular individuals among th e vast Hispanic
populace should be s topped by law enforcement official s on the lookout for illegal
aliens.”).
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1

engaging in racial profiling, supervisors stated that they simply “trust” their subordinates

2

not to racially profile. SOF 157-58, 164-65; see also 166 (no officer ever disciplined for

3

racial profiling). Though t hey acknowledge that selective enforc ement of the traffic

4

laws is a possibility, supervisor s said that as long as there was a reason for the traffic

5

stop (i.e., a traffic violation, how ever minor), that “ended the inquiry” for them. SOF

6

157. This statement is particularly dist urbing given the tremendous amount of latitude

7

that officers are given in conducting traffic stops on saturation patrols. SOF 168.

8

When presented with data that all but one of the motorists arrested on a saturation

9

patrol were Hispanic, HSU’s Sergeant Madrid and Lieutenant Sousa both dismissed this

10

disparity, stating, respectively, that “it me ans nothing” and “[i]t’s not a c oncern.” SOF

11

160. N o meaningful after-action de briefings have be en conducted with of ficers to

12

provide an opportunity for incidents of conc ern to be a ddressed. SOF 163. And w hen

13

citizens have attempted to file complaints arising from their traffic stops, they have been

14

given the run-around and have eventually gave up. S OF 214, 216, 220; see also SOF

15

199 (cursory investigation of Rodriguez stop). These failures in supervision do not meet

16

generally accepted practices. SOF 167-68. Even Defendants’ expert agreed that the

17

attitude expressed by Sergeant Palmer and shared by other supervisors is not “generally

18

acceptable.” SOF 169.11

19

One particularly egregious example of the MCSO’s lack of oversight can be seen

20

in the regular circulation of inappropriate emails by MCSO officers using their count y

21

email accounts. For e xample, one officer circ ulated a photo of a m ock driver’s license

22

for a state called “Mexifornia,” which incl uded a photograph depicting st ereotypical

23

Mexican facial features and attire. SOF 145 . Sheriff Arpaio ackn owledged that this

24

email could be offensive,

25

department policy. SOF 152. Multiple officers distributed “Mexican Word of the Day”

26
27
28

id., but could not say w

11

hether its circulation violated a

The fact that ICE was occasionally on scene and made aware of the saturation
patrols provides no com fort that racial pr ofiling was not occurring. ICE officials have
made it clear that they had no basis to ev aluate whether MCSO was engaged in racial
profiling or not. SOF 170.
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1

emails making fun of Me xican accents. SOF 146. Still othe rs circulated fake statistics

2

or jokes a bout Mexicans or Me xican culture. SOF 147-48. Posse members also sent

3

emails dehumanizing immigrants, including one email praising an anti-immigration

4

program from the 1950s known as “Operation Wetback.” SOF 151.

5

Many of these emails were circulat

ed or forwarded by officers and even

6

supervisors that were centrally involved in th e saturation patrols or stops of nam ed

7

plaintiffs. SOF 148-50. For exa mple, Sergeant Palmer sent the em ail about “Mexican

8

Yoga.” SOF 148. Suc h emails are direct evidence of th e officers’ racial bias. In

9

addition, the fact that these emails were allo wed to circulate over a sustained period of

10

time demonstrates MCSO’s tolerance for s uch attitudes within its agency. SOF 154.

11

The examples of such inappropriate material that was circulated are too numerous for

12

Plaintiffs to fully catalogue here. But it is undisputed that such materials have no place

13

in a professional police organizat ion. Even Defendants’ expert agreed that such em ails

14

are racially derogator y and s hould “absolutely” be dealt with by a law e

15

agency “as soon as it surface[s].” SOF 153.

16
17

C.

nforcement

Statistical Evidence and the Stops of Putative Class Members
Demonstrate that MCSO’s Operations Disparately Impact Hispanics

18

There is little doubt that the MCSO’s immigration enforcement operations— and

19

saturation patrols in particular—ha ve had a marked effect on Hi spanic drivers and

20

passengers in Maricopa County . Suc h evidence proves discriminatory effect and also

21

provides additional evidence of discriminatory intent. Arlington Heights, 429 U.S. at

22

266; Bradley v. United States , 299 F.3d 197, 206 & n.11 (3d Cir. 2002);

23

F.3d at 637-45; State v. Sot o, 734 A.2d 350, 360- 61 (N.J. Super. Ct. 1996) (finding

24

unrebutted statistical evidence of racial prof iling established discrim inatory purpose).

25

Courts have permitted statistical evidence to pr ove discriminatory effect to address “the

26

crucial question of whether one class is bei ng treated differently from another class that

27

is otherwise similarly situated.” Chavez, 251 F.3d at 638.

28
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Chavez, 251

1

As detailed in Section II.D above, Dr.

Taylor’s analysis of MCSO’s CAD

2

database revealed thre e principal findings about the effect of saturation patrols on t he

3

stopping of Hispanics: (1 ) MCSO officers are more lik

4

saturation patrol days as compared to other days; (2) MC SO officers actively working

5

on a saturation patrol are much more likely to stop Hispanics than other MCSO officers;

6

and (3) stops involving a Hispanic individual were significantly longer than other stops.

7

SOF 239-49.

ely to stop Hispanics on

8

MCSO officers actively w orking on a satu ration patrol were appr oximately 50%

9

more likely to stop Hispanics than other officers working that very same day. SOF 245.

10

These results are highly statistically signi ficant and were found across a number of

11

different models. SOF 242-43, 246-47. In all cases, stops of Hispanics were shown to

12

be more likely to be

13

saturation patrol as compared to MCSO ac tivity on ot her days. SO F 239-41, 244-45.

14

This pattern is consistent

15

saturation patrol days. Moreover, stops involving Hispanics were about 25% longer on

16

average than other st ops, SOF 248, w hich suggests that MCSO officers investigate

17

Hispanic individuals more closely in an effort to find undocumented immigrants.

stopped on saturati on patrol days and by

officers wor king a

with the other evid ence that Hispanic s are targeted on

18

Dr. Taylor’s analysis draws strength from the use of internal benchmarking. See

19

Chavez, 251 F.3d 644-45 (discussing importance of accurate benc hmarking); Anderson

20

v. Cornejo, 355 F.3d 1021, 1024 (7th Cir. 2004) (same). That is, instead of comparing

21

MCSO traffic stops patterns to some extern al measure—such as the overall percentage

22

of Hispanics in Maricopa C ounty—Dr. Taylor’s models compare (1) MCSO stop

23

activity on saturation patrols days to MCSO stop activity on other days, and (2) MC SO

24

stop activity by satur ation patrol involved officers to st op activity by other MCSO

25

officers. SOF 250. In this way, Taylor’s methodology controls for various factors, such

26

as socioeconomic variables or

27

enforcement officials by Hispanic individuals—because such factors are likely to remain

28

constant as between saturation patrol days and non-saturation patrols days.

differential rates of offe
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nding or exposure to law

1

Dr. Taylor’s basic conclusions are undisputed. Defendants’ statistical expert, Dr.

2

Steven Camarota, a researcher for the Ce nter for Immigration Studies, a thi nk tank that

3

advocates for greater restrictions on immigrati on, SOF 251, does not directly refute Dr.

4

Taylor’s findings; indeed, he did not try to replicate Dr. Taylor’s analysis of the effect of

5

saturation patrols on Hispanic stop rates.

6

deficiencies in the data and in the way

7

acknowledges that meaningf ul conclusions about M CSO’s activity can be found by

8

examining the CAD database. SOF 252. In fact, Dr. Camarota admits that the disparity

9

in the stop rate of His panics on saturation patrol days exis ts, and that Hispanics are in

10

fact more likely to be stop ped on saturation patrol da ys. SOF 253. Dr. Camarota also

11

acknowledges that higher stop rates for Hispanics can indicate that Hispanics are being

12

targeted. SO F 254. Dr. Cam arota also does not de ny that M CSO stops involving

13

Hispanic persons lasted longer than stops involving non-Hispanics. SOF 255.

14

SOF 256. Rather, he tries to point out
Dr. Taylor handled it. But Dr. Cam arota

Other statistical evidence corroborates th e disparate impact demonstrated in Dr.

15

Taylor’s analysis of the MC SO stop data. HSU Sergeant Madrid acknowledges that all

16

but one of the persons arrested in a Marc h 2008 saturation patr ol operation in N orth

17

Phoenix appeared to have Hispa nic surnames. SOF 160. Even as suming that MCSO

18

was intent on seeki ng out undocumented immigrants, and that all of the undocumented

19

immigrants had Hispanic surnames, this only accounts for a portion of the arrestees with

20

Hispanic surnames. Only ab out two-thirds of the arrest ees were suspected of being

21

undocumented immigrants—the rest were fo r other crimes, such as DUI. SOF 62.

22

Unless Hispanic individuals co mmit such crimes at significa nt greater freque ncy than

23

other groups, this disparity suggests that Hispanics are being stopped and investigated in

24

greater frequency. Similarly, Chief Sands acknowledged that 90 percent of arrests made

25

during smaller saturation patrols in Fountain Hills were Hispanic, even though that area

26

is predominantly “non-Hispanic.” SOF 161.

27
28

In sum, the traffic stop

patterns in the MCSO’s CAD database reveal that

Hispanics are stopped at significantly greate r rates during saturation patrols than w ould
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1

be expected in the absence of racial targeti ng. It is difficult to

imagine more direct

2

evidence of discriminatory im pact that the extensive s tatistical analyses conducted by

3

Dr. Taylor, and Defendants’ pu t forward no evidence, beyond speculation, that directly

4

refutes these results.
As discussed, MCSO’s practices have also exacted a human cost in the form of

5
6

the discriminatory impact on the nam ed Plaintiffs and other put ative class m embers.

7

Some of the Plaintiffs and class members

8

Hispanics. Mr. Ortega Melendres, for exampl e, was detained for further investigation

9

into his immigration status while the Caucasia n driver was released without a citation.

10

SOF 178-79, 181; see also 180. The R odriguezes were cited while the other drivers on

11

the same stretch of road were not. SOF 192, 197-98. The Smith family was singled out

12

from others on the roa d disobeying the speed limit. SOF 221. Yet despite this pattern,

13

individuals like Mr. Magos are

14

profiling.” SOF 216. Plaintiffs and class

15

law enforcement as a result, which is why ra cial profiling is anathe ma to our criminal

16

justice system:

17
19
21
22
23

told by officers, “[D]on’t go thinking this is racial
members have expressed decreased trust in

For many law-abiding citiz ens their only contact with the criminal justice
system is via interaction with the police, predominantly during traffic stops.
Any hint of racism in policing erodes the public support so necessary to law
enforcement efforts. The re ality is that very few in nocent victims of racial
profiling ever come forward with complaints. Instead, these victims simply
retain vivid memories of their police encounter for future reference.

18
20

were clearly treated differently than non-

Martinez v. Vill. of Mount Pr ospect, 92 F. Supp. 2d 780, 782 (N.D.Ill. 2000). These
actions are unlawful, and should not be allowed to continue.
IV.

CONCLUSION

24

For all the reasons stated herein, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the court grant

25

summary judgment in their favor on the claim that Sh eriff Arpaio and MCSO are

26

violating the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.

27

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 29th day of April, 2011.

28

By /s/ Stanley Young
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